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A Man Like None Other Chapter 2681-Over at Ghaylen’s base at Emerald 
Cauldron Sect, there had been no news about Jared even after two days had 
passed since the medicinal pool closed, thus making it appear that Jared had 
most likely met his end. 

Ghaylen had thought of having Viola and Jared marry and then used Jared’s 
powers to help her take over Emerald Cauldron Sect. Now that it was unclear 
whether Jared was dead or alive, he would need to reevaluate the situation 
again carefully. 

“How many former disciples of my father’s are left in Emerald Cauldron Sect?” 
Viola asked Ghaylen. 

“Quite a number of them are left, but many years have passed. I’m just afraid 
they have succumbed to the temptation of the four cardinal vices and are in 
league with Hosen,” Ghaylen replied with a frown. 

Viola also furrowed her brows, looking troubled. After all, many would have no 
qualms about disregarding comradeship where personal gains were 
concerned. 

“If we approach Helius for help, will he support me?” she asked. If we can get 
his support, taking control of the sect will be much easier. One word from him 
will leave Hosen so frightened that he probably won’t dare to utter any protest. 
As for the rest of the sect, they’ll surely listen to Helius. After all, everyone 
reveres him as though he’s a divine being. 

Ghaylen shook his head. “Helius has not concerned himself with the sect’s 
power struggle in a long time. As long as no one invades the sect and poses a 
threat to its disciples’ lives, he won’t intervene.” 

Viola fell into a contemplative silence after hearing his reply. Without Helius’ 
support, she did not know how much chance she had of killing Hosen and 
reclaiming Emerald Cauldron Sect. 

Before she realized it, her thoughts drifted to Jared. Although she had not 
known him for long, she had always felt a sense of security around him. If he 
were here, perhaps he’d have a plan. 



Just as the pair were deep in thought, a silhouette suddenly flashed past the 
window. 

“Who’s there?” Ghaylen demanded loudly, startled. We can’t let Viola’s 
identity be exposed, and now, we’ve just discovered someone outside the 
window. If word of her identity gets out, it’ll be impossible for her to escape 
from here, let alone seize power from Hosen. If Hosen finds out she’s alive, 
he’ll stop at nothing to kill her! 

“No need to freak out, Ghaylen. It’s me.” At that moment, Ebenez opened the 
door and walked in. 

Ghoylen shook his heod. “Helius hos not concerned himself with the sect’s 
power struggle in o long time. As long os no one invodes the sect ond poses o 
threot to its disciples’ lives, he won’t intervene.” 

Violo fell into o contemplotive silence ofter heoring his reply. Without Helius’ 
support, she did not know how much chonce she hod of killing Hosen ond 
recloiming Emerold Couldron Sect. 

Before she reolized it, her thoughts drifted to Jored. Although she hod not 
known him for long, she hod olwoys felt o sense of security oround him. If he 
were here, perhops he’d hove o plon. 

Just os the poir were deep in thought, o silhouette suddenly floshed post the 
window. 

“Who’s there?” Ghoylen demonded loudly, stortled. We con’t let Violo’s 
identity be exposed, ond now, we’ve just discovered someone outside the 
window. If word of her identity gets out, it’ll be impossible for her to escope 
from here, let olone seize power from Hosen. If Hosen finds out she’s olive, 
he’ll stop ot nothing to kill her! 

“No need to freok out, Ghoylen. It’s me.” At thot moment, Ebenez opened the 
door ond wolked in. 

“Ebenez?” Ghaylen looked flabbergasted. 

Ebenez turned to Viola and gave a slight bow. “Greetings, Ms. Viola.” 

“W-Why are you here?” She also looked shocked. After all, they were at 
Ghaylen’s base, and Ebenez never went there. 



Ghaylen’s aura was already starting to surge. He was ready to attack Ebenez 
at any moment. Viola’s identity could not be revealed. 

Ebenez was powerful, but Ghaylen had Viola, an elite in the Body Fusion 
Realm, on his side. With her powers and Ghaylen’s combined, they could very 
well be a match for Ebenez. 

Sensing Ghaylen’s mounting murderous intent, Ebenez hurriedly smiled and 
said, “That’s unnecessary, Ghaylen. If I wanted to expose her identity, Hosen 
would’ve already known on the day the medicinal pool opened.” 

As it turned out, Ebenez had already started being suspicious of Viola’s 
identity the day the medicinal pool opened. 

Although she had altered her appearance and voice, there were some auras 
one possessed that one had no way of changing. 

“Ebenez, what are you doing here?” Ghaylen asked coldly. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 2682-“I’m here to look for Ms. Viola. I was 
overcome with emotion when I learned she was still alive. I know you’re 
looking for an opportunity to take over Emerald Cauldron Sect from Hosen. 
That’s why I came to see if there’s anything I can do to help,” Ebenez said 
frankly. 

That response left Ghaylen somewhat taken aback. He had not expected 
Ebenez to be so open and honest. 

“Why are you helping me, Ebenez? I know my disciple killed one of yours, so 
I’d already be counting my lucky stars if you didn’t hate me. Why would you 
still help me? On top of that, you were secretly in contact with Demonic 
Cultivators and used them to kill my disciples. Now, you turn around and say 
you want to help us. How am I supposed to trust you?” Since Ebenez had 
been so forthright, Ghaylen did not beat around the bush and immediately 
brought up the fact that Ebenez had been communicating with Demonic 
Cultivators. 

“I think you’ve misunderstood, Ghaylen. I’m not helping you, but Ms. Viola. If 
she wasn’t alive, I’d still view you as a thorn in my side and still hunt Jared 
down. But now, it turns out that she’s alive and well. Our previous lord took us 



both under his wing, so we must help her. I can’t stand Hosen anymore. After 
becoming the sect’s leader, he has been arrogant and never treated us as 
humans. He hits and scolds us whenever he wants. I’ve had enough!” Ebenez 
ranted angrily. 

After listening to that, Ghaylen started to trust Ebenez a little. After all, he had 
witnessed Hosen slapping him in public. No one would believe that Ebenez 
doesn’t feel the slightest resentment toward Hosen after getting slapped. After 
all, he’s Emerald Cauldron Sect’s second elder, yet Hosen didn’t show him 
any respect and hit him. I have to say that was a bit too much. 

After seeing how enraged Ebenez was and how he cursed at Hosen, Ghaylen 
started to believe him. 

Meanwhile, Viola looked at Ghaylen, not quite knowing what to do. She was 
unaware of what had happened as she had been unconscious for the past few 
years. She had no idea whether what Ebenez said was true or false and could 
only observe Ghaylen’s reaction. 

“Since you know about her identity and still came here secretly, you must 
have a plan, right? Hosen used poison to kill the previous lord. Fortunately, 
Ms. Viola escaped death and woke up after being in a coma for a few years. 
Now that she has regained consciousness, she’s determined to make Hosen 
pay for his actions and wants to take Emerald Cauldron Sect from his hands. 
What do you have in mind?” Ghaylen asked. 

After listening to thot, Ghoylen storted to trust Ebenez o little. After oll, he hod 
witnessed Hosen slopping him in public. No one would believe thot Ebenez 
doesn’t feel the slightest resentment toword Hosen ofter getting slopped. After 
oll, he’s Emerold Couldron Sect’s second elder, yet Hosen didn’t show him 
ony respect ond hit him. I hove to soy thot wos o bit too much. 

After seeing how enroged Ebenez wos ond how he cursed ot Hosen, Ghoylen 
storted to believe him. 

Meonwhile, Violo looked ot Ghoylen, not quite knowing whot to do. She wos 
unowore of whot hod hoppened os she hod been unconscious for the post few 
yeors. She hod no ideo whether whot Ebenez soid wos true or folse ond could 
only observe Ghoylen’s reoction. 

“Since you know obout her identity ond still come here secretly, you must 
hove o plon, right? Hosen used poison to kill the previous lord. Fortunotely, 



Ms. Violo escoped deoth ond woke up ofter being in o como for o few yeors. 
Now thot she hos regoined consciousness, she’s determined to moke Hosen 
poy for his octions ond wonts to toke Emerold Couldron Sect from his honds. 
Whot do you hove in mind?” Ghoylen osked. 

“You’ve been staying here alone all these years, so you don’t know much 
about the sect’s affairs. Many have been complaining about Hosen’s 
dictatorship, so if Ms. Viola steps forth at this time and lays bare his evil 
deeds, I believe many will stand by her. There’s a sect meeting in a few days. 
We can have her attend the meeting in disguise. She can reveal herself and 
expose his crimes there. Then, the two of us can voice our support for her, 
shutting out Hosen once and for all. After that happens, everyone will 
condemn Hosen as a low life, and she can easily take back Emerald Cauldron 
Sect. She can even bring him to justice and avenge the previous lord,” 
Ebenez said, breaking down the situation carefully. 

Ghaylen pondered over his words, then said, “Are you being serious?” 

“Of course. Do you think I’d harm Ms. Viola? If that was my intention, I 
would’ve exposed her identity on the day the medicinal pool opened,” Ebenez 
replied, his expression solemn and his tone serious. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 2683-Ghaylen turned to look at Ebenez. For 
a moment, he could not tell if Ebenez was speaking the truth. However, at that 
point, he had no choice but to believe his words. 

Ghaylen could not think of any other possible methods to resolve the situation 
besides working with Ebenez. 

“I trust you, Ebenez. We’ll wait for Ms. Viola to reveal Hosen’s true colors 
during the sect meeting and regain control over Emerald Cauldron Sect,” 
Ghaylen said. 

“Okay. I’ll make the arrangements now. If we work together to help Ms. Viola 
get back Emerald Cauldron Sect, everything will turn out fine.” Ebenez then 
turned to Viola. “Ms. Viola, I’ll be taking my leave now.” 

“Thank you, Mr. Erdell,” Viola replied politely. 



Once Ebenez was gone, Viola turned to Ghaylen and asked, “Mr. Samoll, do 
you think Mr. Erdell is someone we can trust?” 

Ghaylen was silent for a moment. “I don’t know either, but we have no choice 
but to trust him now. I hope that he truly wants to help us for the sake of the 
previous lord.” 

Viola fell silent. Now, their success was dependent on Ebenez. 

Once Ebenez was out of Ghaylen’s place, a smug smile grew on his face. 

Instead of returning to his own house, he headed straight to Hosen. 

“Ebenez, it’s rather late. Why are you here?” Hosen asked when he saw 
Ebenez. 

“Hosen, there’s something I want to tell you,” Ebenez replied. 

“What is it?” Hosen closed his eyes and leaned back on his chair lazily. 

Ebenez glanced at the two disciples at the side before dismissing them with a 
wave. “Leave the room. I have something to report to Mr. Holt.” 

The few disciples froze, then looked at Hosen in unison. 

After all, Hosen was the one they answered to, not Ebenez. 

“You guys can leave,” Hosen muttered, waving his hand. 

Once the disciples were gone, Ebenez hurried over to Hosen and started 
whispering to him. 

Upon listening to Ebenez’s story, Hosen widened his eyes and leaped off his 
chair. 

“Is that really true, Ebenez?” Hosen asked in shock. 

“Of course it is. Why would I lie to you? I just came back from Ghaylen’s 
place,” Ebenez said seriously. 

Insteod of returning to his own house, he heoded stroight to Hosen. 



“Ebenez, it’s rother lote. Why ore you here?” Hosen osked when he sow 
Ebenez. 

“Hosen, there’s something I wont to tell you,” Ebenez replied. 

“Whot is it?” Hosen closed his eyes ond leoned bock on his choir lozily. 

Ebenez glonced ot the two disciples ot the side before dismissing them with o 
wove. “Leove the room. I hove something to report to Mr. Holt.” 

The few disciples froze, then looked ot Hosen in unison. 

After oll, Hosen wos the one they onswered to, not Ebenez. 

“You guys con leove,” Hosen muttered, woving his hond. 

Once the disciples were gone, Ebenez hurried over to Hosen ond storted 
whispering to him. 

Upon listening to Ebenez’s story, Hosen widened his eyes ond leoped off his 
choir. 

“Is thot reolly true, Ebenez?” Hosen osked in shock. 

“Of course it is. Why would I lie to you? I just come bock from Ghoylen’s 
ploce,” Ebenez soid seriously. 

Hosen furrowed his brows and narrowed his eyes, a murderous look creeping 
into them. 

“I can’t believe Ms. Viola is still alive. No wonder the new disciple Ghaylen 
took in looked familiar. It’s been years since then. Ghaylen’s quite good at 
keeping secrets, isn’t he?” Then, Hosen whipped his head toward Ebenez and 
questioned, “Ebenez, why did you tell me about this? The previous lord 
treated you well.” 

Hosen could not wrap his head around why Ebenez would tell him about this. 

If Ebenez and Ghaylen worked together, and since Viola had woken up, it 
would be a piece of cake for them to take Emerald Cauldron Sect back into 
their hands. 

Yet, Ebenez had chosen to betray Ghaylen and Viola. It confused Hosen. 



“Hosen, you’ve treated me well too. You let me manage various affairs in the 
sect, and you even assigned something as important as the warehouse to me. 
I know that my good days will only last if I work for you. If Viola takes over the 
sect, Ghaylen will become the important figure of the sect. I’m afraid I won’t 
have a place here anymore,” Ebenez said. 
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wise one. Since you’ve chosen to side with me, I’ll reward you handsomely 
once they’ve been dealt with.” 

Seeing how happy Hosen was, Ebenez smiled as well, only his smile looked a 
little sinister. 

After leaving Hosen’s place, Ebenez went to the warehouse again. He 
activated the arcane array in the corner and came to a dark space. 

There, Faiyar was resting. A few days ago, he had brought his people to kill 
Jared, and yet, not only did he not succeed, but he had even lost a few of his 
subordinates. It made Faiyar depressed. 

Even when he saw Ebenez, Faiyar merely opened his eyes for a second 
before closing them again. 

“Our chance has come,” Ebenez said to Faiyar, his voice laced with 
excitement. 

“Are you planning to take over Emerald Cauldron Sect?” Faiyar asked. 

“Indeed. This is a rare opportunity for us,” Ebenez replied with an affirming 
nod. 

“I’ve just lost a few of my elites. How sure are you that we’ll succeed in taking 
over Emerald Cauldron Sect? Also, I’m afraid Jared is the most important 
variable in Emerald Cauldron Sect. He’s a big thorn in the side,” Faiyar said. 
The very thought of Jared made his head ache. 

“Hahaha! Don’t worry. Jared won’t show up again. He’s been trapped in the 
medicinal pool. He might even be dead! All you need to do is contact 
everyone you know. Contact them all. Tell them that as long as I take over 
Emerald Cauldron Sect, they won’t need to stay in the shadows anymore. 



They’ll get to live openly in Emerald Cauldron Sect. Did Hosen really think that 
he could maintain his position as the lord just because he was working with 
the beast race? He’s too naive!” Ebenez said gleefully. 

Faiyar nodded. “All right, I’ll gather the people and await your good news.” 

When Ebenez left the warehouse, his delight was written all over his face, for 
his dream was about to come true. 

At the bottom of the medicinal pool, Jared finally finished studying the entire 
arcane array. 

If he wanted to deactivate the arcane array, he would have to find the core 
first. It would be impossible for him to deactivate it forcibly unless he was 
much more powerful than the arcane array, and with the power he currently 
possessed, it was clearly impossible for him to deactivate it. 

This is such a strange arcane array. Where in the world is its core? 

Jared was baffled. He had been searching for hours, but he had yet to see a 
trace of where its core lay. 

Being unable to find it meant that he would not be able to deactivate the 
arcane array, which also meant that he would be unable to find out what the 
arcane array was trapping. 

Right as Jared was feeling at a loss, ripples suddenly appeared at the side of 
the arcane array as if someone else had entered the bottom of the pool. 

The ripples grew in size, and Jared soon found a glowing figure. It 
approached him slowly, and a beat later, Jared finally saw that the glowing 
silhouette was a man in a robe, but that man had horns on top of his head. 

Jared grew wary when he realized that the man was walking toward him. He 
held his Dragonslayer Sword tightly in his hand. 

“Calm down. I’m not going to hurt you, and I can’t hurt you anyway. I’m just a 
powerless projection right now,” the man said to Jared. 

Jared used his spiritual sense to shroud the other man’s spiritual sense. Sure 
enough, he could not sense any aura from the other man’s spiritual sense, a 
sign that the man was truly just a projection. 



Jared finally relaxed and asked, “Who are you? Why are you here?” 
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I can tell you that I’ve always been here. What this arcane array is trapping is 
me,” the man revealed. 

“You?” Jared gasped in shock, then looked at the horns above the man’s 
head. “You’re not human, are you? Are you part of the beast race? Are those 
dragon horns? Are you one of the Draconians?” 

Jared had always been called the Golden Dragon’s True Form and the son of 
a dragon, so he had always assumed that his father had to be a Draconian. 

If the man before him was a Draconian, then he would be the first Draconian 
Jared had ever come across. 

At the same time, he could also find out more about his father from the man 
before him. 

However, the man neither confirmed nor deny Jared’s question. He simply 
smiled and said, “I told you that my identity doesn’t matter. It’s fate that you’re 
here. If you can deactivate this arcane array, you’ll receive unexpected gains.” 

“But this arcane array is too big. I can’t deactivate it,” Jared said gloomily. 

He had been studying it for hours, but he still could not figure out where the 
core was. He could not deactivate it. 

Taking in Jared’s look, the man laughed. 

“If you can’t deactivate it from here, why don’t you try it from the inside?” 

Jared froze. “From the inside?” 

He did not quite understand what the man was saying. He would not be able 
to get inside without deactivating the arcane array in the first place, so how 
was he supposed to do as the man suggested? 

Right as Jared was blinking rapidly in confoundment, the man flicked his wrist, 
and Jared began floating. 



Jared started feeling his blood boiling in his veins as blood seeped out from 
beneath his skin. 

In no time, his surroundings were covered in crimson, and that made Jared 
tense up and try to struggle. 

However, at that moment, the man spoke again. “Don’t struggle. Think of 
yourself as part of the arcane array…” 

Jared dispersed his spiritual sense to let it fuse with the arcane array. 

Thousands of light rose from the arcane array and enveloped him. 

At that moment, Jared felt like a baby in a womb. He closed his eyes as he 
enjoyed the sensation. 

Slowly, Jared’s body went down. The arcane array wrapped around him, and 
he went through the arcane array into another dimension. 

When he opened his eyes, he realized that the giant arcane array was now 
above his head. The arcane array was still glimmering, but he could finally see 
where the core was. 

Jared turned to the man beside him, confused as to how the man had 
managed to do this. 

The man gave him a smile. “Don’t resort to force for every problem you 
encounter. Try to use your heart to be one with it. You might realize that 
things are far easier to solve.” 

“Be one with it?” Jared frowned, still unable to figure out what the man was 
trying to tell him. 

“All of existence intertwines, complements, and coexists in this world. A vast 
realm of knowledge awaits your exploration. Do you know where we are 
now?” 

“Aren’t we at the bottom of the medicinal pool?” Jared responded before he 
turned to survey his surroundings. 

He realized that despite the darkness, he could spot dim rays of light flickering 
a short distance away from them. He finally registered the countless skeleton-
like structures around him. 



Each structure was as tall as a hill and had a somewhat crystalline texture. 
Jared reached out to touch it and realized it was cold. 

He ran toward the light a distance away from him. Upon approaching it, he 
realized the light was from a draconic essence. 
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emanated was intense. Once Jared got close to it, the draconic essence 
began shaking. 

The Power of Dragons within Jared seemed to be activated too, for it started 
rushing outward in waves. 

The beams of light from the arcane array above him flickered and danced, 
casting a radiant glow upon the frenzied draconic essence. It appeared as 
though the light was attempting to tame the wild draconic essence. 

“W-What is this place? Are we in the stomach of a giant dragon?” Jared asked 
in shock. The sight of the draconic essence and gigantic bone structures 
made Jared wonder if they had fallen into a giant dragon’s stomach. 

The man smiled, but he shook his head. 

At that moment, Jared recalled something and turned to face the man. “You 
said that you’re the one trapped here. Does that mean I’m in your stomach? 
What’s going on? Who trapped you here?” 

Jared found himself at a loss, unable to comprehend what was going on with 
the man. 

“I’m the one who set up the arcane array to trap myself,” the man finally said. 

His clarification only puzzled Jared even more. He had never encountered 
anyone who would set up an arcane array to trap themself. 

“Why would you do that?” 

The man smiled in silence before lifting a hand to point at the draconic 
essence. “Take a good look at the draconic essence.” 



Jared turned to look at the draconic essence as told. 

His eyes widened in sheer astonishment. Before him lay a discovery that left 
him utterly surprised. Nestled within the draconic essence, he spotted a faint 
black flame. Although it was weak, it continued to burn. 

Draconic essence was known for its unparalleled purity, rendering it 
impossible for any other materials to coexist within its essence. Yet, standing 
before him was a draconic essence defying this very notion and housing a 
peculiar black flame within its pristine core. The anomaly left Jared utterly 
baffled. 

“What’s inside this draconic essence?” he asked the man. 

“That is the demon’s demonic fire. I was grievously injured, and the draconic 
essence within me was burned by demonic fire back then. That’s why I set up 
this arcane array to trap myself within it. Otherwise, the draconic essence 
within me would have turned evil, and the number of people who would die 
because of it would be overwhelming.” 

Jared’s interest was piqued, and he hastily asked, “Sir, that means you must 
have been around when the Celestial Battle broke out. What happened back 
then? Do you know who my father is? Many people say that I’m the son of a 
dragon and that I am the Golden Dragon’s True Form. What’s up with that?” 

Since Jared had the rare opportunity of encountering one of the ancient 
Draconians, he desperately wished to find out more about his father. 

Yet, the man turned quiet when he heard Jared’s question. He then slowly 
said, “Who can say what happened back then? The Heavenly Law collapsed 
during the battle, and chaos reigned. I was just a simple person caught in the 
mess. What can I possibly know?” 

A somber expression clouded the man’s features. 

It took him a while before he continued, “Indeed, you have the blood of 
Draconians flowing in you. Otherwise, you wouldn’t have been able to come 
here. As for who your father is, perhaps you’ll find out when you’ve really 
grown up.” 

A profound respect and reverence crossed the man’s countenance when he 
spoke about Jared’s father. 



Noticing that, Jared stopped pursuing the topic. It dawned on him that he 
would have to embark on the journey of uncovering more about his father on 
his own. Every time he asked about his father, he encountered this peculiar 
expression on people’s faces, signaling their unwillingness to divulge any 
information. 

“Then why did you bring me here?” 

At that moment, Jared realized that the man had to have other motives for 
bringing him into the arcane array. 
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is stained with demonic fire. Although it’s suppressed by an arcane array now, 
the arcane array is bound to crumble one day! I don’t want my draconic 
essence to fall into the hands of an evil force, so I want to give it to you. If you 
want it, you must remove the demonic fire first. Dare you try it?” the man 
asked. 

Jared’s eyes shone brightly as he stared at the draconic essence. I won’t give 
up on such a great deal. Although it’s risky for me to remove the demonic fire, 
it’s worth it. After all, it’s a perfect draconic essence! 

“Sir, I would like to give it a try, but if I take your draconic essence, doesn’t 
that mean you’ll perish?” 

The man laughed. “I’ve long been dead, so it doesn’t matter to me anymore. 
Perhaps it’s my destiny to give my draconic essence to the right person.” 

Hearing that, Jared activated his spiritual soul and dove into the draconic 
essence. 

Meanwhile, a sect meeting was being held at the base of Emerald Cauldron 
Sect, and all the disciples were dressed up accordingly. 

In the main hall of the sect, Hosen was seated in the main seat, and beside 
him were Ebenez and Ghaylen. 

The ones standing in different lines before them were the disciples of each 
elder. 



At that moment, the atmosphere in the main hall of the sect was incredibly 
tense because everyone there was looking out for themselves. 

Viola stood among the disciples of Ghaylen and glared at Hosen. 

“Ebenez, Ghaylen, I think everyone’s here. We should start the meeting.” 
Hosen swept a glance at the disciples. 

“Before we begin, I would like to say a few words, Hosen. May I proceed?” 
Ghaylen asked. 

“Well, of course! Go on.” Hosen flashed a faint smile. 

Ghaylen nodded, rose to his feet, and glanced at the disciples of Emerald 
Cauldron Sect. 

Hosen and Ebenez looked at each other and smiled when they saw what 
Ghaylen was doing. 

“Disciples of Emerald Cauldron Sect, since it’s a sect meeting, I would like to 
introduce you to someone.” 

With that, Ghaylen nodded at Viola. 

Viola leaped into the air and landed beside Ghaylen. 

Hosen played dumb and asked in confusion, “What are you doing, Ghaylen?” 

“Hosen, I want to expose your evil doings at the sect meeting today! I want all 
the disciples to know your true colors!” Viola shot Hosen a glare and suddenly 
took off her mask. 

The disciples were stunned when they saw Viola’s face. 

“Ms. Viola? Isn’t that Ms. Viola?” 

“I thought Ms. Viola was dead. How is she still alive?” 

“What’s going on?” 

The disciples murmured among themselves. 



“Oh? It’s Ms. Viola! You’re alive!” Hosen gave a small smile when he saw 
Viola. 

Ghaylen and Viola felt their hearts sink when they saw the calm look on 
Hosen’s face. Afterward, the pair quickly glanced at Ebenez. 

Like Hosen, Ebenez looked as cool as a cucumber. 

Right then, Ghaylen and Viola knew something was amiss, but it was too late 
for them to back out. 

“Hosen, you poisoned my family so that you could become the lord of Emerald 
Cauldron Sect! You’re a wicked man! Aren’t you afraid that you’ll die a horrible 
death? Fortunately, I survived, and I’m going to expose your wrongdoings! I 
want to avenge my parents!” Viola shouted at Hosen through her gritted teeth. 

Everyone in the hall was stupefied. 

None of them had expected Hosen to use such a cruel method to become the 
sect leader. They were also stunned to learn that Hosen had murdered their 
previous leader. 
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forward and asked in disbelief, “Mr. Holt, did you kill our previous lord?” 

“I did. He was weak and useless. That was why Emerald Cauldron Sect was 
struggling all those years. Don’t you see how mighty Emerald Cauldron Sect 
has become after I took reign?” Hosen admitted to the allegation rather 
casually. 

Many of the disciples were stunned by those words, but they kept silent. 

Hosen’s quick admission of guilt caught Viola by surprise. 

There and then, Ghaylen raised his sword and yelled, “Fellow disciples, since 
Hosen has already admitted his crime, let’s unite and kill this betrayer! We 
must avenge our previous lord!” 

“Kill the betrayer! Avenge our previous lord!” Ghaylen’s disciples shouted. 



However, the rest of the disciples kept mum. 

Seeing that, Ghaylen looked at Ebenez and asked, “Ebenez, our previous lord 
treated you well. Are you not uniting with us to take down Hosen?” 

Deep down, Ghaylen knew the answer to that question, but he wanted to hear 
it from Ebenez himself. 

“Ghaylen, I never like fighting. Therefore, I’m sitting out. To me, Hosen is a 
worthy lord.” Ebenez smiled and took a few steps backward to show his 
reluctance to interfere. 

Although Ghaylen had seen that coming, he was still livid. 

“You’re a despicable man! I shouldn’t have trusted you back then! You’ll face 
consequences for your actions!” 

“Ghaylen, perhaps you should worry about yourself. I wonder if you and your 
disciples will live to see another day,” Ebenez responded with a smug look on 
his face. 

“Fellow disciples, join me and kill the betrayer! We must avenge our previous 
lord!” Ghaylen waved his arm and dashed toward Hosen. If we want to live, 
we have no choice but to fight with all we have! 

“Fellow disciples, join me in the fight to kill Hosen! He betrayed us! We must 
rebuild Emerald Cauldron Sect’s reputation!” Viola roared and joined Ghaylen. 

Zebediah led the rest of Ghaylen’s disciples and charged forward as well. 

At that point, a lot of disciples were still hesitating, and most of them were 
waiting to see if Ebenez would change his mind. His decision would determine 
the winner of the battle. 

Unfortunately, Ebenez retreated to the side and sat down. It was obvious he 
wanted to sit out the battle and enjoy the show. 

“Ms. Viola, are you guys really willing to risk your lives today? If you surrender 
now, I’ll spare your disciples! Do you want to watch your disciples die to fulfill 
your selfish desires?” Hosen sneered. 

“Hosen, we’re all ready to die. None of my disciples is a coward!” Ghaylen 
shouted and launched his attacks on Hosen. 



Right then, chaos ensued in the main hall of Emerald Cauldron Sect as 
Ghaylen’s disciples also started fighting Hosen’s disciples. 

At that moment, Sigurd, Hosen’s principal disciple, wasn’t fighting. Instead, he 
fled and hid outside the main hall. If I’m alive, unlike what everyone thinks, 
Jared is definitely still alive! If Jared dies, my bodily spirit will vanish instantly. 
Without my bodily spirit, I’ll be dead. Since Jared is alive, I shouldn’t take part 
in the battle. If I join the battle, I’ll be in hot water no matter which party 
emerges victorious! 

Read A Man Like None Other Chapter 2689 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 2689-After Sigurd ran outside, he suddenly 
felt that something was amiss because he sensed dozens of terrifying auras 
approaching the main hall of Emerald Cauldron Sect from all directions. All the 
disciples of Emerald Cauldron Sect are in the main hall. We don’t even have 
guards guarding our entrance. If those intruders are here to invade Emerald 
Cauldron Sect, we’re doomed! 

Sigurd quickly hid somewhere. Soon, he saw dozens of weirdly dressed 
people appearing from all directions. These people have intense auras! The 
weakest one is at Eighth Level Manifestor! 

Those intruders quickly surrounded the main hall of Emerald Cauldron Sect. 
Surprisingly, they were all just standing motionless outside the main hall. It 
seemed as though they were waiting for someone’s order. 

Seeing that, Sigurd hurried back into the main hall. When he arrived, the main 
hall had descended into total chaos, and the floor was filled with corpses. 

“Stop! Everyone, stop! Something bad has happened! Something bad has 
happened!” Sigurd shouted at the top of his lungs. 

Shortly after, the disciples stopped fighting. Hosen turned to look at Sigurd 
angrily. “Sigurd, as the eldest disciple, why aren’t you fighting by my side? 
Where did you go?” 

Hosen was livid when he saw that Sigurd wasn’t fighting alongside him. 

“Stop fighting, Master! Something bad has happened! An army of men 
intruded Emerald Cauldron Sect! I think they’re here to attack us!” Sigurd 
reported to Hosen anxiously. 



“What?” Hosen froze momentarily. “Who are the intruders? Did you get a 
good look?” 

Sigurd shook his head. “I don’t know any of them, but they have already 
surrounded the entire main hall. We can’t afford to keep fighting against each 
other!” 

Sigurd’s words shocked Ghaylen and Viola as well. Who would’ve thought 
someone would attack Emerald Cauldron Sect on the same day we fought 
against each other? 

The rest of the disciples turned pale with fright, and Hosen was the first to 
rush out. 

Everyone gasped in shock when they arrived outside the main hall to see the 
dozens of elite fighters. 

“Demonic Cultivators?” Ghaylen’s expression changed drastically. 

The others knew the intruders were Demonic Cultivators too and started to 
panic. 

For so many years, Demonic Cultivators had been despised by everyone, so 
none of these cultivators would dare to show themselves in public. Since 
dozens of Demonic Cultivators had appeared all of a sudden, everyone knew 
something was up. 

“Calm down, everyone. These people are with me. As long as you follow my 
orders, you’ll be safe,” Ebenez yelled and leaped into the air. 

He decided to come clean after seeing how things had progressed. 

Both Ghaylen and Hosen had already suffered great losses after the chaotic 
battle. Knowing that the rest of the pair’s disciples were exhausted, Ebenez 
thought it was his perfect chance to eliminate all of them at once. 

“Why did you bring these Demonic Cultivators here, Ebenez?” Hosen asked, 
his eyes cold. 

“Every dog has its day, Hosen. Since you’ve been the sect leader for quite a 
few years now, don’t you think it’s my turn? Besides, you only got to where 



you are today by pulling off despicable tricks. I don’t think you’ll mind me 
doing this.” 

“You…” Hosen was infuriated when he heard that. He had thought he had 
everything under control. Little did he expect Ebenez to set him up. 

“Ebenez, I don’t mind you going after the position. However, colluding with 
Demonic Cultivators is a grave sin! If the other sects find out, what will they do 
to you?” Viola shot Ebenez a cold look. 

Ebenez burst into raucous laughter. “So what if I collude with Demonic 
Cultivators? Who here has never done something outrageous to get what you 
want? How dare you judge me? Today, everyone must obey me if they wish 
to live! No one’s stopping me from becoming the sect leader!” 

Read A Man Like None Other Chapter 2690 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 2690-“Forget about it! I’m not giving up my 
position. Besides, the disciples of Emerald Cauldron Sect would never form 
an alliance with Demonic Cultivators! Heed my command, disciples of 
Emerald Cauldron Sect! Kill Ebenez and eliminate the Demonic Cultivators!” 
Hosen shouted, waving his arm. There’s no way I’m giving up my position as 
the lord of Emerald Cauldron Sect! 

However, Hosen didn’t get much of a response from the disciples. After all, he 
had resorted to despicable means to get to where he was today back then. 

At that moment, the disciples of Emerald Cauldron Sect were divided into 
three groups. Ghaylen and Viola, Hosen, and Ebenez had their own group of 
disciples, but some of the disciples weren’t sure who to support. 

“Let me repeat myself. Everyone must obey me if they wish to live! Make your 
decision wisely!” Ebenez swept a cold glance at the disciples of Emerald 
Cauldron Sect. 

When those disciples met Ebenez’s cold gaze, they couldn’t help lowering 
their heads. We’re surrounded by dozens of Demonic Cultivators, and they’re 
all on Mr. Erdell’s side. In terms of strength, Mr. Erdell is clearly ahead! 

“I’ve never been a fool all my life! Yet, you’ve tricked me! I’m going to kill you!” 
Hosen saw red and dashed toward Ebenez. I always thought Ebenez lacked 
ambition! Who would’ve known that he was the most ambitious man? 



“Let’s join forces, Mr. Samoll! If we unite, we might win!” Viola said to 
Ghaylen. Hosen is our enemy, but we can’t let Emerald Cauldron Sect fall into 
the hands of Demonic Cultivators! 

“Haha! So what if you guys join forces?” 

The air shook, and flames suddenly appeared all over the sky. Seconds later, 
a figure slowly emerged from the flames. 

The man shot out his palm. Flames swept across like gigantic waves, and the 
burning void around him let out bursts of explosions. 

Ghaylen and Viola were swept away by the flames. 

Faiyar emerged from the flames shortly after. Ghaylen and Viola were 
stupefied when they saw Faiyar. 

They did not expect him to appear once again after he fled the last time. 

“You managed to escape last time. This time, I’m going to kill you!” Ghaylen 
roared and charged at Faiyar. 

“Let me help you, Mr. Samoll!” Viola followed suit. 

The rest of the Emerald Cauldron Sect disciples also joined the battle against 
the Demonic Cultivators. 

Meanwhile, Jared had made his way into the draconic essence. 

The moment he entered the draconic essence, the demonic fire suddenly 
went berserk and charged in all directions wildly. It was as though it was trying 
to break through the draconic essence and escape. 

“Where do you think you’re going?” Jared reached forward to grab it. I need to 
remove the demonic fire from this draconic essence! 

To Jared’s disappointment, the demonic fire seemed to have a mind of its 
own. It dodged Jared’s palm and charged at Jared afterward. 

Seeing that, Jared roared and activated his Golem Body. Instantaneously, his 
body began to flicker with a golden light. 

The demonic fire whizzed past Jared’s body, and his body was set ablaze. 



Feeling the burning sensation all over his body, Jared released his spiritual 
energy and formed a transparent Light Shield to extinguish the flames. 

He then pushed both his palms outward to unleash a wave of terrifying aura, 
which surged toward the demonic fire like a tornado. 

Jared wanted to use his aura to extinguish the demonic fire. 

Upon getting swept past by the aura, the demonic fire ended up swaying 
around. Despite that, the flame was still burning brightly. In fact, it didn’t seem 
like it would go out. 

Right then, the man looked into the draconic essence and advised Jared, 
“You can’t extinguish the demonic fire. You need to refine it.” 

 


